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Bearing around which the motion takes place
Force sensor
Electrical actuator to apply 
any specified motion or force




































Online execution of 
control model and data 
acquisition.
The control model 
specifies the target force 
or position based on 
measured inputs from 
the NI DAQ.
PC with xPcLaptop NI DAQ Linmotcontroller
Data logger with 
inputs and 
outputs. One 
output for the 
Linmot controller 
is the target 
force or position.
Hardware controller. 
Takes care of 
achieving the 
specified target 
position or force using 
position feedback 






The linear motor 
consists of two parts: 
The fixed
stator (tube) and the 
moveable slider 
(piston). An internal 
position encoder is 














Waves are measured without the device in the basin.
Measured waves are considered as incoming waves (reflections from the 











ܬߠ஺ሷ ൌ ܯௗ െܯ௚ െܯ௖
↔ 			0 ൌ 0				 െ ܯ௚ െܯ௖, 								 ߠ஺ሷ ≅ ܯௗ ≅ 0





























Slow motion in air, gravitational force. Setup no. 1
Measurements
Fit cos












ܬߠ஺ሷ ൌ ܯௗ െܯ௚ െܯ௖
↔ 															ܬߠ஺ሷ ൌ 0				 െ ܯ௚ െܯ௖, 				 ܯௗ ൌ 0
↔ െܯ௖ െܯ௚ ൌ ܬߠ஺ሷ































		ܬߠ஺ሷ ൌ ܯ௛௦ 				൅ ܯ௥ ൅ܯ௘ െܯ௖







Angular position  A (rad)












Slow motion in water, hydrostatics. Setup no. 1
Measurements
Linear fit, kh  = 92.1 Nm/rad (range -0.1 to +0.1 rad)
Numerical from non-linear element model
Numerical from 3D drawing
t [s]
























ܬߠ஺ሷ ൌ ܯ௛௦ ൅ ܯ௥ ൅ܯ௘ െܯ௖
↔ 	ܬߠ஺ሷ ൌ ܯ௛௦ ൅ ܯ௥ ൅ 0			 െ ܯ௖			, 				 ܯ௘ ൌ 0













ܬߠ஺ሷ ൌ ܯ௛௦ ൅ ܯ௥ ൅ܯ௘ െܯ௖
↔ 			0 ൌ 0					 ൅ 0				 ൅ ܯ௘ െܯ௖			, ߠ஺ሷ ≅ ߠ஺ሶ ≅ ߠ஺ ≅ 0














Float in operation Example with sea‐state IRB1 (Hm0,WG4 = 0.051 m, TP = 1.0 s)
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